"This is the most relevant PD EVER! I can’t begin to tell you how excited I am to use these materials."

TEACHER

In a seven week study with 18 Pre-K students, we tested counting ability, numeral, letter, color, and basic word recognition. This graph summarizes the average results:

- 96% increase in Color Word Recognition
- 21% increase in Letter Recognition
- 13% increase in Color Recognition
- 76% increase in Word Recognition
- 43% increase in Sound Recognition
- 40% increase in Numeral Recognition
- 34% increase in Counting Ability

CONTACT US

info@mathandmovement.com
Phone: (607) 233-4209
Fax: (866) 407-1154

Math & Movement
PO Box 4017
Ithaca, NY 14852

MATH & MOVEMENT
Comprehensive STEAM Package for Pre-K

Take your school’s curriculum to the next level with Math & Movement and kinesthetic learning!

Teach math, literacy, science, number sense, problem solving, and collaboration through movement and play-based learning!
**WHY IS THIS PROGRAM HELPFUL FOR PRE-K?**

Students love to move! The Math & Movement kinesthetic activities are concrete and developmentally appropriate! Students engage in fun and creative movements, enjoy collaboration and crawl, trace, hop or jump on colorful floor mats while simultaneously making learning enjoyable and increasing the synaptic connections in their brains.

**WHAT WILL STUDENTS LEARN?**

Number, letter and sound identification, shapes, patterns, one-to-one correspondence, number words, colors and color words, blending, days of the week, months of the year, character development, planets, animal names including dinosaurs, pets, farm animals and more! Student's self-confidence will soar as they engage in exploratory and play-based learning.

**STEAM + PRE-K**

The Math & Movement STEAM activities deepen the understanding of STEAM concepts and lay the foundation for problem solving, academic risk-taking and collaboration. According to a study by Georgetown University, the future is bright for students who have been exposed to STEAM.

**TRAIN YOUR TEACHERS**

This package also includes a training for your school. A Math & Movement consultant will train your teachers on how to use our materials and how to integrate our program into their classrooms every day! Our onsite training will engage and inspire your teachers!

"The magic of Math & Movement is that children become so engaged, they forget they are practicing math."

**PRINCIPAL**

---

**INCLUDED in the package**

**MATH**

- Count to 10 Mat
- Number Line to 10 Mat
- Number Line 0-20 Mat
- Number Line 0-20 Stencil
- Hop by Tens Mat
- Ten Frame Hop
- Whole Part and Number Bond Mat
- Add/Subtract Mat
- Clock Hop
- Dollar Hop
- Spanish Number Line 0-10 Mat
- Number Line 0-10 Fruits and Vegetables
- Hopscotch by Threes
- My First Shapes Hop
- Connect the Dots Hop

**LITERACY**

- Alphabet Hop
- Alphabet Hop Capital Letters
- Color Hop
- Number Word Hop
- Vowel Hop
- Attribute Word Hop
- Word Blending B-H
- Word Hop A
- Make-A-Word Hop
- Sentence Hop A, B, C and D Set
- Days of the Week Hop
- Months of the Year Hop
- Affirmation Hopscotch
- Planet Hop

**ANIMALS**

- Dinosaur Hop
- My Pet Hop
- My Pet Hop Spanish
- Farm Animals Hop
- Baby Animal Hop
- American Baby Animal Hop
- Pond Life Hop
- Baby Zoo Hop
- Baby Pet Hop
- Baby Pet Hop Spanish
- Farm Animal Hopscotch
- Baby Marine Life Hop
- Baby Antarctica Animal Hop

**PD & BOOKS**

- 6-hour onsite PD for your teachers
- Math & Movement Training Manual - 30 copies
- Math & Movement Training Manual (e-book)
- Spelling Animals - 30 copies
- Spelling Animals (e-book)
- Buddies, A Math Adventure - 30 copies
- Buddies, A Math Adventure (e-book)
- Honey, A Math Adventure - 30 copies
- Honey, A Math Adventure (e-book)
- The ABCs of Math & Movement - 30 copies
- The ABCs of Math & Movement (e-book)
- CCSS Lesson Plan Workbook PreK (e-book)
- Visual Discrimination Exercises Book 1 & 2 (e-books)
- Word Tracing Sheets (digital)

**Package Cost:** $9,995.00

**A savings of over $7,200!**